PRODUCT DATA
NOISEBETA FOAM EAR PLUGS (DISPOSABLE) - MODELS 6000/6001 [INC. PRODUCT 6007, 6008 & 6009]
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
NOISEBETA 6000/6001 Ear Plug hearing protection must be properly worn to provide effective protection.
Follow these instructions and contact the supplier where needed.
It is recommended that the wearer should ensure that:
 The Ear Plugs are fitted, adjusted and maintained in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.
 The Ear Plugs are worn at all times in noisy surroundings.
[Note: These Ear Plugs are disposable.]
WARNINGS
If the above recommendations are not adhered to, the protection afforded by the Ear Plugs will be severely
impaired.
This product may be adversely affected by certain chemical substances. Further information should be
sought from the manufacturer.
Keep away from small children, [risk of inhalation and suffocation].
ADDITIONAL WARNING: Ear Plugs fitted with interconnecting cord should not be used where there
is a risk that the interconnecting cord could be caught up during use.
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
Ear Plugs must be put in before exposure to noise and should be worn at all times in noisy environment.
 Roll Ear Plug between tips of fingers to compact foam into a small crease free cylinder.
 Insert Ear Plug into ear canal and hold until plug expands.
 Ensure Ear Plug is suitably fitted, [see diagram below].
 After use, remove Ear Plug slowly and with a twisting motion to gradually break the seal. Rapid removal
may damage the ear drum.

PRODUCT DATA
NOISEBETA FOAM EAR PLUGS (DISPOSABLE) - MODELS 6000/6001 [INC. PRODUCT 6007, 6008 & 6009]
ATTENUATION VALUES
SNR=34dB H=33dB M=31dB L=28dB
Nominal Diameter=6-12
Frequency (Hz)

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

Mean Attenuation

33.0

33.3

36.1

37.7

36.1

41.8

38.5

Standard Deviation

6.7

7.6

7.4

4.7

4.8

3.6

3.9

Assumed Protection

26.3

25.7

28.7

32.4

31.3

38.2

34.6

Assumed Protection rounded to one decimal place.

NOTE: Tested According To BS EN 352-2:2002.
STORAGE & MAINTENANCE
Before use, store in a dry, clean, uncontaminated environment.
These disposable Ear Plugs must be replaced after each use and should be disposed of away from children.
This equipment is for personal use and should not be shared by different operators.

CAUTION: Whilst every effort is made to ensure the material, which comes into contact with wearer’s skin,
does not cause an allergic reaction, this may not be the case for a minority of susceptible individuals. In the
event of any such problem, stop wearing the ear protector immediately and seek professional advice.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR:

